How will MFCA make Usefulness on Sustainable Engineering? : Based on practical experiences in Japanese and Southwestern Asian companies
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Abstract

In Japan, we have introduced Material Flow Cost Accounting (MFCA) into industrial manufacturers since 2000. We have made many case studies of MFCA in Japanese manufacturers. We found new usefulness of MFCA on production management. MFCA could show a material efficiency (material loss) in manufacturing process on mass balance, quit different from conventional cost effectiveness. Some Japanese companies have used MFCA to improve material efficiency in own process and in supply chain. As a result, they could make cost reduction on production engineering. These successful results have made some influences to companies abroad, especially in Southeastern Asian countries. Some Southeastern Asian companies have used MFCA to get good results like Japanese. We have analyzed and compared between Japanese and Southwestern case examples. We found some differentials of practical usefulness of MFCA analysis between Japanese and Southwestern Asian companies. In Japan, MFCA companies usually need a new/innovative technology to improve material efficiency. Because they have thought that they already have a stable and high-sophisticated production system. But many Southwestern Asian companies, especially SMEs, don’t have a stable and high-sophisticated production system. This paper will discuss about different usefulness and possibilities of MFCA between Japanese and Southwestern Asian companies.
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